
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

OCTOBER 3-DA Y OF GERMAN UNITY 
How united is Germany after 23 years? 

Resentment grew daily. The Wessis started dismissing the Ossis as 
lazy, stubborn, greedy and corrupt and the Ossis saw the Wessis as ar
rogant, know-all, greedy and corrupt. The divide, which quickly be
came known as the "wall in the head," grew even deeper. It still exists 
today, although it is no longer quite as widespread. The most bitter 
Ossis are those who lost their livelihood and way of life at a time in 
their lives-I'd say over 35-when they were set in their ways and un
able to make the quantum leap required to shape up in a foreign west
ern world. The younger Ossis, children and youth at the time of 
unification, have had a much easier time. But the fact that the PDS 

' the socialist successor party to the communist state pru:ty SED, con-
tinues to enjoy considerable support throughout the new Lander says 
a lot about the nostalgia that many Ossis feel about the old days, 
which may not have been all that good, but were certainly nowhere 
near as bad as the Wessis make them out to be. 

GERMANS AND OTHER GERMANS 

THE CULTURE FACTOR 

Detailing the differences between East and West Germans is difficult 
because not only did the forty-plus years of c0'11tmtmist rule leave its 
mark, but also regional differences bad existed in the east p1-irrr to the 
takeovn· ... West and East Germans are getting to know one another 
better, and many of their negative stereotypes are being revised or set 
aside entirely. 

Greg Nees: Gemumy: Unraveling An Enigma 

One (of many) factors which was ignored or brushed aside at the 
time of unification was the cultural one. And of course, I mean the 
software-of-the-mind kind of culture. Ossis and Wessis were, and 
still are to some degree, differently programmed, and 40 years of so
cio-cultu.ral programming leaves an indelible mark. Many of the cul
tmal characteristics I have attributed across the board to the 
Germans-their monochronic way of viewing time and space, their 
attitude toward risk-taking and ambiguity, their way of compart
mentalizing, etc., etc.-can also be attributed to the Ossis, but not in 
quite the same way. It's as if they had been programmed with a dif
ferent version of the same software. For example: The communist 
state did not eliminate a chronological orientation towards time, and 
punctuality was important, but since time and money were some
what unrelated in the minds of the Ossis, who had not been re
warded for performance so much as for simply turning up and being 
around, and who had never had to fear unemployment, time had a 
different quality to it. Likewise space: the Ossis lived within their 
own four (often crumbling) walls, but since the social infrastructure 
was far more collective than in the West- from collective baby-care 
centers through collective kindergartens, state schools, political 
clubs, to the ubiquitous state enterprises which were as much social 
meeting places as serious workplaces-personal space and human 
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